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ABSTRACT
Li& between web sites can be seen as evidence of a type
of emrgeti colkboration among web site authors. We
report here on an empiricrd investigation into emergent
co~aboration. We developed a webcrawtig rdgorithrn and
tested its performance on topics volunteered by 30 subjects.
Our fidmgs includ=

. Some topics exhibit emergent coUaboration, some do
noL me presence of commercial sites reduces
cotiaboration.

. When sites are finked with other sites, they tend to
group into one large, tightiy connmted component

● ConnWtivity can serve as the basis for co~aborative
filtering. Human experts rate connected sites as
si=tificantiy more relevant and of higher qurdity.

Ke~ords
Social filtering, co~aborative ~tering, computer supported
cooperative work h~ computer interaction, information
access, information retrieval

INTRODUCTION
me field of CS~ sees collaboration as involving people
who bvv they are working together, e.g., to edh a
documen~ to carry out a software design review, or to play
a role-playing game. CS~V research then’ focuses on
understanding the nature of co~aboration and developing
computer support to enhance coUaboration.

Our focus is differen~ We have been inspired by the
example of a path through the woods. A path restits from
the decisions of many individuds, united ody by where
tiey choose to W* yet sti reflects a rough notion of what
the w~ers fid to be a good path. me path both reflats
history of use and serves as a resource for future users. We
look for analogous situations in the computational world,
attempting to turn impficit “paths through the woods” of
particdar user communities into expfici~ shared resources.
We seek situations where groups of people tieady are
producing computational records (such as documents,
Usenet messages, or web sites and ~) as part of their
normal activity. We then iden@ potentitiy useful
information impficit in these records and invent
computational techniques to harvest the information and
make it expfici~ Finally, we create interfaces to distribute
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the information both to the ongind group members and to a
wider community.

*,.

me work reported here investigates links behveen web sites
as a potential ground for emergent collaboration. Links

,’

from a single web site tell us what the site author thinks are
topicdy relevan~ high quality sites. However, we
hypothesize that patterns of links among a group of web ,.. .
sites can tell us what a (usually impficit) community of web
site authors, united ordy by their interest in a common topic,
think are relevan~ high quality sites. ~s paper reports on
an empirical test of this hypothesis.

EMERGENT COLLABORATION: OUR PERSPECTIVE
ANDRELATEDWORK
Our first line of work that took the emergent collaboration ,
approach was history-enriched digiti objects [4, 5, 13]. ~
~s work was based on the observation that objects in the ~
rerd world accumulate wear over the history of their use,
and that wear — such as the path through the woods or the
dog-emed pages in a paperback book or the smudges on
certain r=ipes in a cookbook — informs future usage. Edit
Wear and Red Wear were terms used to describe
computational andogues of these phenomena. Statistics
such as time spent reading various parts of a documenc
counts of spreadsheet cell recalculations, and menu
selections were captured and then used to modify the
appearance of documents and other interface objects in
accordance with prior use.

Recenfly other researchers have begun to explore the use of
capturing and visutizing history. Sefigman [11] takes the
metaphor of paper documents Iiterdly, visurdizing web
pages as if they were paper documents, showing
information about their access history as smudges, stains,
fingerprints, etc. Wexelblat’s Footprints system [14]
captures the history of access to sets of web pages and
creates visutiations based on this history to aid
navigation. Aexa (h~ilwww.dexa.tom) keeps track of
the W users foflow from one web page to another and
uses tis information to recommend the most popular links.

Our second attempt at harvesting information from group
records was PHO~S @eople Helping One Another fiow
S@[6, 12]. PHO=S is a collaborative filtering system,
based on the premise that an effective way of finding good
items of information about a given topic is to ask the
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experts. One problem is that one often does not know any
experts for a particdar topic. PHOAKS looked to Usenet
news for tie solution. it searches messages in thousands of
newsgroups for mentions of web pages. It then appEes a set
of des to iden@ tiose mentions that were done for the
purpose of recommending a web page. Web pages are
ranked within a topic by the number of dhTerent individuals
who recommended then We show’d that Usenet messages
are an abundant source of recommendations of web pages,
that recommendations cotid be reco=tied automaticdy
with high accuracy, md that there was some correlation
between the number of recommenders of a web page and
other metrics of web page qutity.

There is a significant amount of ongoing research aired at
extracting useti information from the structure of web
links. Two projects related to ours are those of ~einberg
and Ctiere & Kazman. ~einberg [7] defines algorithms
that identi@ autlzotitative and lz& pages within a hypertex~
Authorities and hubs are mutudy dependenk a good
authority is a page that is linked to by many hubs, and a
good hub is one that links to many authorities. An
equilibrium dgorithrn is used to iden@ hubs and
authorities in a hypertext collection. Ctiere & Kazman’s
WebQuery system [2] sorts pages into equivalence classes
based on their toti degree (number of other pages in the
collection they are connected \tith), and displays the pages
in a ‘%tilseye” layou~ a series of concentric circles each
containing pages of equal degree.

PiioM, Pitkow, and colleagues at Xerox PARC have done a
~weatded of work that analyzes web structure and usage
daa attempting to categorize and cluster web pages.
Phkow and PmolE [10] describe clustering rdgorithrnsbased
on co-citation analysis [3]. The intuition is that if two
documents, say A and B, are both cited by a third
documen~ tils is evidence that A and B are related. The
more often a pair of documents is co-cited, the stronger the
relationship. They appfied two rdgorithms to Georgia
TecYs Graphic Visurdization and UsabiEty Center web site
and were able to identify interesting clusters. PKofi,
Pitkow7,and Rao [9] defined a set of functioned roles that
web pages can play, such as ‘%eafl (rougHy tie ‘%ont
door” of a group of related pages), “index”, and “content’.
They then developed au Ngorithm that used hyperfink
structure, text sitiari~, and user access data to categorize
pages into the various roles. They appfied these algorithms
10 the Xerox web site and were able to categorize pages
with good accuracy.

Botafogo et d [1] present interesting dgonthms for
analyzing hypefiexts. Athough much of their focus was on
the anrdysis and improvement of (navigation through) a
single hypertex~ some of their techniques undoubtedly
cotid be used to analyze collections of hyper-finked
documents.

In summary, our approach is to harvest information fiat
emerges horn patterns of indlvidud activity, where the

individurds involved may not be communicating explicitly,
but are bound by common artifacts and interests —
documents they edi~ topics they care about, web sites they
maintain and visi~ newsgroups they read and post to. Like
others, our concern is with deriving useful information from
finks behveen web sites. The unique contribution of the
work we report here is that it investigates empirically how
individud decisions to link to other sites knit topic areas
together and how the connectivity of sites within a topic
correlates with human judgments about the relevance and
quality of sites.

THE DATA
We invited members of our laboratory to supply us with
topics they were interested in. We asked that topics be
represented by a Yahoo~ category; for example,

●

astronomy is represented by the Yahoo category
Science:Astronomy. Yahoo categories offer a convenient
means of obtaining a set of web pages for a given topic.

30 people responded to our request, 26 with a Yahoo
category, and 4 with either a single links page or a set of
web sites that they selected to represent their interest.
(Since we simply needed sets of sites on specific topics for
this experimen6 we were happy to accept the 4 submissions
that were not Yahoo categories.) In addition, for reasons
that we discuss below, we selected another 15 Yahoo
categories randody, 5 from the Business and Economy
hierarchy, 10 from elsewhere in the hierarchy. Table 1
shows how the topics are distributed across the Yahoo
hierarchy (we were easily able to classify the 4 topics that
were not represented as Yahoo categories). Some examples
of the topics users selected include Prdm Pilots, slide rules,
Frank Herbert’s ‘Dune” series, interactive fiction,
astronomy, and computer eleckonics.

TabIe 1: Topic areas in the experiment

Recreation @) 6 0 I

Business and Economy @) 5 5

Computers and htemet (C) 11

Education @) 1

Health @ 3

Totrds 30 15

:’

We applied our web-crawling algorithm (described in [13]) ‘
to the set of sites for each topic to construct the inter-site
graph. The nodes of Wls graph are the sites, and there is an ~
edge from one site’s node to another if and only if (some
page o~ the first site links to (some page OQ the second.
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Our dgonthm heuristictiy aggregates pages into sites ([13]
gives details). For example, if it encounters a ~i to the
W hQ./lti/c/pagel.hti, and http://a/b/c/index.hti is a
known site, it records this ~ as part of the site. Ftier,
if the ~ink was encountered while analyzing the site
hQ://x/y/z/, a fink is recorded from the site http://x/y/z/ to
the site http:/la/blc/index.hti. We ran our webcrawler to
fetch and analyze 25 pages for each site. The primary
~eason to fetch a si~cant number of pages per site is to
matirnize the chance of obtaining the ~i page of each site
Cf there is on~ if no~ we stil have a better chance of
getting finks that me distributed across the site’s pages) so
hat we construct the inter-site graph accurately. In
addhion, the dgorithrn constructs a pro~e of site conten~
collecting and counting finks to images, audio files, hti
md text ties, and the more pages fetched, the more
accurate the profle. The content protie aids both user
comprehension and automatic classification of sites.

h we analyzed the dati we noticed important differences
between Business and Economy @=) topics and the other
topics (see below for details). However, since users had
supplied only 5 B= topics, we wanted to obtain a larger
samplq therefore, we randody selected 5 additionrd B=
topics, as well as 10 other topics to further increase our
sample size.* Thus, we ended up with 45 topics, which
contained an average of 79 sites.

Mer we built the graph for a topic, we carrid out two
types of analysis. Firs4 we amdyzed the connectivity of the
graph% tie god was to determine whether topics on the
web are marked by emergent collaboration (as indicated by
si.mificant linking between sites). Second, we investigated
whether the connectivity of a site could serve as the
grounds for collaborative filtering, i.e., could it allow us to
identiQ high-qudity sites. To answer this question, we
selected 20 sites at random from each topic and presented
thz sites to the person who suggested the topic for rating.
Sites were presented in an =fi form; subjects followed
hot finks to sites to investigate tieir conten~ hen used
menus to rank site relevance and qurdity on a scale of 1 to
5. 23 of the people rated at least some of the sites for their
Xopic.

We discuss each of these analyses in turn.

CONNECTIVITYOF TOPICGRAPHS:COLLABORATION
OR COMPHITION?
We first checked each graph to see how many of the sites
were isolated, that is, neither linking to nor linked to by any
other sites on their common topic. We were surprised to
find a large number of isolated sites: on average, 43% of
the sites on a topic were isolated. While the web raises the
possibility of creating a multi-author, inter-related, cross-
-referencedknowledge base for a topic, a large proportion of
sites do not follow Wls ided. We did two things to follow
up on the finding of a large number of isolated sites. First,
we analyzed the structure of the non-isolated sites; next, we
tied to understand why so many sites were isolated. We
will discuss each of these analyses in turn; however, fust let
us consider two topic gaphs.

Figure 1 shows a fairly densely connected graph for an M
& Entertainment category, ‘Seat Poets”. Of the 32 sites in
the topic, only S are isolated. There are 44 links, giving a
demi~ of 0.044 (density is defined below). Even the
coarse presentation of Figure 1 reveals some patterns, e.g.,
a few sites with many outgoing links and one site with many
incoming links.

Figure 1: Densely comected graph f%eat Poets”)

Figure 2 shows a more sparsely connected graph for the
topic of travel to Itiy. The most striking feature is that 42
of the 5S sites are isolated. The density is 0.004S (an order
of magnitude less than the previous graph). We discuss this
topic more later.

*

,.
1We should note that there were no si~tificant differences

between the topics supplied by our subjects md those we
selected at random on any of the measures we report here.
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58 sites

16 lih

42 kohted sites

demity = 0.0048

Figure 2 Sparsely connected graph fqtian travd”)

Connected Sites: tiant Components, High Densi&,
Short Paths
We first examined the component structure of connected
sites — a component is a subset of the nodes in a graph
such that there is a path from any node in the component to
any other node and no paths between nodes in dtierent
components.2 It is completely plausible that the sites cotid
be fairly everdy distributed across a set of components. For
example, a topic with 50 non-isolati sites could consist of
components of size 20, 15, 9, and 6. However, this was not
the case if sites were not isolated, they tended to be part of
one giant componen~ On average, there were just under 2
components per ~~ph, and the largest component contained
90% of M the non-isolated nodes.

Another metric for measuring the connectivity of nodes in a
graph is demi~. Density is simply the number of W that
do exist divided by tie number of & that cotid exist (if
the graph were fu~y connected). For a dwectd graph of

2 For the purposes of component analysis, we treatd the
graph as symmetric; tiat is, sites a and b were considered
connected if here was a Em from eifier a to b or from b
to a (or both). And a and c are part of the same
component if there is some (und~ected) path between
them, e.g., horn a to b and b to c, even if a and c do not
fi~ direcfly to each other.

size N, a toti of N * ~-l) Ii* are possible. Clearly, the
Web as a whole is a very sparse graph; the probability that
there is a Iifi between any two sites selected at random is
nearly O. However, the graph defined by a particular topic
area is much dense~ the average density of the 45 graphs
we analyzed was 0.056. This means that a graph of size 50
wotid contain about 138 IiA.

Another useful way to characterize the structural
connections of the non-isolated sites is to examine the
length o~patk among them. We applied the following test
to each topic with at least 25 non-isolated sites (Wls gave us
20 topics). We selected 20 different random subsets of size
1, 2, . . . , 10 of the non-isolated sites to use as a “seed’.
we proceeded only if at least 20 non-isolated sites
remained once we made the selection.) For each set of seed
sites, we counted the number of other non-isolated sites that
could be reached via a path of length 1 or 2. Figure 3 shows
the results. For a seed set of size 2, 71% of the other sites
were reached, for a seed set of size 5, 85T0 were reached,
for a seed set of size 10,9270 were reach~, etc.

To understand this experiment thoroughly, let us consider
the case of 5 randody selected seeds in a bit more detail.
The topic graphs in this experiment contained an average of
126 sites, of which 40 sites (32%) were isolated. Once we
selected 5 sites at random to serve as a seed, this meant that
81 sites (126 – 40 – 5) were potentially reachable. 85% (69/
81) of these sites were reached by following 1 or 2 link
from one of the seed sites.

~Is experiment shows how tighfly topically related sites
are tit together by inter-site link. It dso has interesting
consequences for site discovery, showing that one can start
with a smfl set of seed sites bown to be on a topic and
find a large majority of related sites by following just one
or two H*. We discuss this point in more detail later.

Non-collaborative Topics: It’s Money That Matters
We examined the data further to better understand the large
number of isolated sites — were d topics rougtiy the same
in this respmc or were there differences based on the type
of topic? We immediately observed a striting difference
between Business and Economy topics, such as lawn and
garden companies, consumer electronics, and year 2000
software organizations, and other types of topics. For 10
B= topics, 79% of sites were isolated, for the other 35
topics, ody 32% of sites were isolated. ~is was a
significant difference, using a standard two sample t-Test,
t(43) = -6.02, p < 0.0001.) There was dso a large difference
in density: the average density for B= topics was 0.004,
and for the other topics it was 0.071. ~owever, this
difference was not significant at the 95% level: using a
standard t-Tesg p(43) = 1.87, p = 0.068.) Again, to be
concrete, in a graph of 50 sites, this is the difference
between 10 li~ and 174. To sum up, topics dominated by
merchants who are competing for the same customers do
not etilbit collaboration.
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Fi&re 3: Reachabtity of sit= by paths of Iength 1 or 2

Fiame 4 (see dso Color Fi~e 1) summarizes our findings
concerning isolated sites and components. Each bar
represents one topic. The .-y upper block in each bar
represents the number of isolated sites. Lo\ver bloc~ sho}v
the number of sites in each component of the graph. The
labels on tie X axis indicate the me of each topic (see
Table 1 — “N is h and Entertainrnen6 “W is Science,
etc.) For example, the bar ~vitb the label ‘~P, v~hich
represents tie topic Nati Language Processing, has one
component of size 16 (the Iov,’estblock), then components
of size 3, 2, and 2, and 22 isolated sites.

Some of the bars in the plot appear to be exceptions to our
generfization about Business and Economy topics being
non-co~aborative. It is Ivortb discussing several cases
individndly since, upon closer examination, they shed more
fight on tie generalization. “Coin collecting” is a B&E
Iopic, yet has a very smd proportion of isolatd nodes.
Ntiough tie majority of tbe sites are commercial and do
not fifi to each other, there are a fe~vindex sites that ~i to
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many of the other sites and thus hit them together into a
large connected component. Ho\vever, the overall density
of the graph is still Io\v (190 Iitis in a topic of 149 sites =
0.00S6), \vhich sho~vsthat very little Iifing befiveen sites
acturdly is occurring.

TIVORecreation topics have a large proportion of isolated
nodes. k discussed earlier, in the ‘Ttalian trave~’ topic, 42
of the 5S sites \vere isolated, and the density \vas only
0.004S. This \vas because the topic contained a large
number of sites for travel agencies and official city and
regionrd information bureaus, \vhich do not lifi to each
other. The “interactive fiction” topic contained a large
number of sites for computer games and sotiare
companies, and it is these sites \vhich tend to be isolated
from the rest. (10S of 176 sites tvere isolated, and there
~vere120 lib, for a graph density of 0.004.) Thus, \ve see
that some topics may have a “rnixe&’ nature, containing
both commercial sites, tvhich do not Iifi, and sites
maintained by enthusiasts or hobbyists, \vhich do.

-— — .4,’
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Figure 4: Components and isolated sitm

We sze two major irnptications of our findings. Firs~ fi~-
based collaborative filtering can work only for topics with a
siatificant number of inter-site Ii&. We have identified
one large topic area where such fib are extremely rare and
have suggested that it is because commercird sites that are
in competition with one another do not M We \fl look
for otier topic areas that are especially collaborative or
non-collaborative as we continue our investigations.

Second, we found that nearly dl (90%) the sites for a topic
that are not isolated soup into one large componen~ and
hat nearly dl of the non-isolated sites are within 2 li~ of
a small, randody selected subset of “sew sites. The
patterns of connection that emerge from the irnpticit
collaboration among web site authors are potenti~y usefil
in two ways. Firs&coMectivity may be used as an estimate
of relevance and qutity, e.g., in ordering the presentation
of sites in an interface. Second, site discoveg algorithms
can find a vast majority of sites related to a set of seed sites
by following just 1 or 2 fik horn the seeds. We discuss
each of these points in deti in the next two sections.

DO LINKSBETWEENSITES CORRELATE WITHHUMAN
RELEVANCEANDQUALITVJUDGMENTS?
The 23 people who rated topics collectively rated the
relevance and quality of 346 sites. The mean relevance of
these sites was 3.99, and the mean quality was 3.16 (both
relevance and qudhy were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1
being least relevantiowest quality and 5 being most
relevantighest quality).

We investigated the relationship of site connectivity to
relevance and quality judgments. It was our hypothesis
that connectivity would Wuence these judgments, and the
data support this hypothesis. Of the 309 sites, 88 were
isolated, and 258 were connected to other sites in their
topic. The mean relevance of connected sites was 4.09 and
of isolated sites was 3.70. ~s was a significant
difference, using a standard two sample t-Test, t(344) =
2.96, p < 0.005). However, there was a much larger
difference in the quafity of connected and isolates sites.
The mean quality of connected sites was 3.33 and of
isolated sites wm. 2.66. ~ls was a significant difference,
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using a standard two sample t-Tes~ t(344) = 4.36, p c
0.0001). And tiere was a modest positive correlation
between the in-de~ee of a site (the number of other sites
that ti~ed to it) and its qtity of 0.23 ( r(344) = 0.23, p <
0.001 ). Table 2 summtizes these restits.

Table 2 Rdevance and QuA@

IRdevance 3.99 4-09 3.70

Qu~& 3.16 3.33 2.66

The difference in qutihy between isolated and coMected
sites is quite large and worth exploring in more dew. One
way we did this was by forming three subsets of sites:
isolated sites, those witi exactiy one in-fiti and those with
rmdtiple in-~. (Our intuition was that in-ti shotid be
a better qudhy estimator than out-~, sinw they show
hat a site’s peers found it worth rig t~ in-hb dld in
fact prove to be more correlated with quti~ than were out-
Mk) For each of these sets, we then computd the
proportion of low qutity (qtity ~) and high qtity sites
(qu$hy 2 4). As tie connectivity increases, the proportion
of low qudhy sites decreases, and the proportion of high
qutihy sites increases. For the 8S isolated sites, 39 were
bad (44%) and 24 were good (27%). For the 49 sites with
just one in-ti 14 were bad (29%) and 1S were good
(37%). For the 155 siks with mtitiple in-~, 39 were
bad (25%) and S1 were good (52%). Figure 5 shows how
the proportion of good sites increases with connectivity.

Zem oneW m@Ie Lmls

ntir offinkprsite

Figure 5: Qti@ and connectivity

bother way to see the power of connectivity is to consider
tie correlation between the density of a topic graph and the
mean qu~hy rating the subject assi=med to sites for that
topic. mere was a fairly strong correlation between density
and mean qu~ity of 0.51 ( r(21) = 0-51, p < 0.05 ).
Therefore, topics that are collaboratively bound together by
li~ tend to contain higher qurdity information.

These data show that using connectivity data could
si=ticandy boost the qudhy of siks contained in index
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sites, whether Yahoo or specialized indices maintained by
someone who is interested in a particular topic. For
example, it would be a reasonable strategy to order sites by
their degee or in-degree, so the proportion of high qurdity
sites wiUbe highest at the top of the list.

We dso can observe how manual collaborative filtering can
be enhanced by computational techniques. A person might
construct an initird index, then apply algorithms to both
order the items in the initial index and suggest new items
for addition to the index. We discuss Wls topic of site
discovery briefly in the next section.

FROMRANMNGTO DISCOVERYNKCUN GRAPHS
We have focused so far on analysis of a given set of sites
which can be assumed to be at least somewhat relevant to a
topic, since they were included in a manually constructed
index page. We dso mentioned the companion problem of
discovering additiond sites related to a given set of sites.
We want to discuss our approach to this problem briefly in
tight of the results presented here.

Our webcrawler is part of a more comprehensive system
that constructs the NK chn graph [13] relative to a set of
“SW sites. The ~ clan graph for a seed set S is {(v,e) I
v is in an N-clan with at least K members of S}. An N-clan
[S] is a graph where (1) every node is connected to every
other node by a path of length N or less, and (2) all of the
connecting paths ody go through nodes in the clan. We are
interested prim~y in 2-clans, that is, the 2K clan graph.
The indicatd subgraph of Figure 6 shows an example of a
2-clan contained within a larger graph.

Figure 6: An example 2 clan

We proposed the NK clan graph as a useful formalization
of the notion of a topicdy related Ioctity of web sites (or,
more genertiy, of documents in a hyper-lified collection).
Thus, we claimd, if you how of a few sites on a particular
topic, our system can construct the NK clan graph for you,
and the sites it discovers and adds to the graph are quite
Wely to be on topic. Our argument in favor of this claim
was purely analytic: we pointed out that any documents in a
2-clan dso would participate in either collaborative
fltering, co-citation, or citation transitivity relationships.
Since these relations dl group together related items, we
claimed that the NK clan graph would tend to do so, too.

This paper adds an empirical argument for the use of the 2K
clan graph. We showed that the vast majority of sites

I
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knownto be on a topic ~own because they occurred in the
same index page) can be generated by foflowing 1 or 2
finks horn a sM1 set of seed sites for tie topic. This is
precisely how far we look when btiding tie 2K clan graph.

In information retrieval terms, what the empirical evidence
shows so far is that the ~ clan graph is Mely to offer
good recall, i.e., it is ~iely to include the vast majority of
web sites related to the seed sites. We stil need to prove
that it shows good precision, i.e., that it does not discover
many irrelevant sites along with tie relevant ones. That is
the focus of another experiment that we are conducting in
parallel with the one reported here.

Finally, we discuss briefly one promising way the resource
discovery and ranking t=hniques we have presented here
can be used. hdex pages exist for many, if not mos~
topics. However, indices have at least two problems. It is
difficdt for them to be comprehensive and up-to-date, and,
paradoxic~ly, the more comprehensive they are, tie harder
it may be to focus in on just the high-qufity sites. Our
tectilques can address both problems. A person who is
maintaining an index can apply our techniques to fo~ow
finks from the current index and discover new sites that may
be relevmt The discovered sites can be presented to the
index maintainer who then can decide which ones to add to
the inde~ And site connectivhy information can be used as
an aid in ordering sites within the index

This process is collaborative in two ways. FirsL over time
the index buomes a product of emergent collaboration,
since it contains sites because they were finked to by sites
horn earfier incarnations of the index. Second, this dso is a
human-computer collaboration process, with the
webcrawfing dgorithrn continuously suggesting new sites to
the index maintainer based on their relevance to sites
already in tie index, whh the maintainer retaining the finrd
decision over what sites to include.

CONCLUS1ONS
W7ereportd on an empiricrd investigation into patterns of
collaboration emergent from W between web sites. We
both presented novel algorithms and offered empirical
evidence of their utity. We showed that topics dominated
by commercial sites are not collaborative at W, but tha4 in
other topics, most sites are tilt together into large, closely
connectd components. We dso showd tiat connectivity
is related to human relevance and qurdity judgments: sites
horn more densely connected topics receive higher over~
qu~l~ ratings, and individurd sites that are finkti with their
peers receive higher ratings tian isolated sites. Findy, we
ar=methat these findings suggest a promising approach to
discover new web sites relatd to an initial set of stis.
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